The Nagarik vernacular Daily dated January 4, 2010, writes that the Unified Maoists’ Party after its failed attempts to capture the State through Parliament and Government is planning to form parallel peoples’ government.

The report claims that the Maoists’ strategy is to form parallel governments has come to light after a secret directive was distributed at the party’s central committee meeting. The party after unilaterally declaring Federal States from the streets has come to the conclusion that parallel governments should be formed at the Districts and Village levels. The secret circular however, acknowledges the fact that the party failed to capture the State when it was in the government.

As per the circular, writes Nagarik daily, parallel government, from the center to the village, will unilaterally formulate its Financial, Judicial, Education, Information, and Health policies. The party says, the need for the formation of such a government has been felt necessary after the Democratic Republic turned into Bourgeois Republic, absence of State mechanism at the local level, threat of losing revolutionary gains, continued interference in Nepali Nationalism from expansionists and hegemony of the so-called parliamentary parties.